
   SUB 212 CF          SUB 12T 
 
It’s not easy to obtain deep, fast and well damped bass, in fact only large woofers in big air volumes are able to do that.  
Aesthetics demand and small room necessity have imposed the spreading of, even floor standing, speakers of limited 
dimensions, getting people accustomed to long and distorted bass. Most of the subwoofers follow the same rules for the 
same reasons. The 212 cf  and the 12T subwoofers offer great performance and good fitting to the room. 
The 212CF subwoofer uses 2 high efficiency and dynamics 12” woofers in a push–pull configuration. The dimension of 
the drivers permits a remarkable air moving, the push–pull configuration permits to half the volume of the box with no 
loss of the deepest frequencies. Speed, dynamics and impact are excellent in relation to the taken up room. 
The heart of the 12T sub is an absolutely exceptional 12” woofer, with an aluminium wounded 63 mm coil, 2 magnets, 
and a great excursion of the cone. 
It can deliver impressive sound pressure, the bass is strong, fast and linear since 24 Hz. The cabinet of 35 mm, with 
round angles of massive walnut, carefully braced inside, is free of the typical vibrations of cheap, light chassis of 
commercial products, therefore the purity of the low frequencies is not smeared by unwanted resonances and the 
refined finishing makes it a very valuable piece of forniture. 
 
 
 
SPECIFICATIONS   SUB 212CF   SUB 12T 
 
Power Handling    2 x 250 Watt   800 Watt 
Woofer     2x30 cm   30 cm 
Crossover    100 Hz    100 Hz 
Impedance     4 Ohm    4 Ohm 
Efficiency    92 dB spl   90 dB spl 
Frequency Response   30Hz-100 Hz   24 Hz-100 Hz 
Dimensions (HXWXD)cm  44X37X 37   56.5X63X63 
Finishing    Black Lacquer    Walnut 
System     sealed    reflex 
Weight     8Kg    60 Kg 
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